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Introduction

Oy Kati Ab (KATI) was found in 1980 in western Finland as the first privately
owned exploration drilling company in the country. KATI drilling units can reach
depths of more than 2,500 meters and we can offer core samples with a
diameter of 30−80 mm.
Finnish Energy company ST1 is developing a geothermal project in Espoo,
Southern Finland and chose KATI as their cooperation partner. A significant
milestone for the project was achieved on 10th of July 2015, when KATI
completed the borehole of 2,015 meter depths. It is called a sounding hole as
there is a number of geophones “listening” while the actual production hole is
being drilled, which gives the client a better understanding of the bedrock.

A SOUNDING HOLE FOR GEOTHERMAL HEAT 
PLANT

Drilling phase

Drilling the 2-kilometer-deep sounding hole was successful in solid and very
hard rock, completed in only 2 months - ahead of the planned schedule. The
drilling rig, which is developed and constructed by KATIs own engineers,
performed very well without any technical issues. To ensure the accurate
progress of the hole several deviation surveys by SPT Northseeking Gyrotracer
were performed. This data allows to locate geotechnical rock features taken
from drill core along the depth down the hole. The sounding hole itself will be
used for measurements during completion of the production holes and is
of interest to several other parties.
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Closed circulation system

KATI drilling crews were using the in-house designed and patented closed
circulation system to minimize water consumption for the drilling process.
In addition, the system cleans the fluids from drilling mud/rock residue while
drilling and recirculates the water to be used again. This method met well
the requirements given by the urban environment.

The next phase

The goal of this phase was to produce information for drilling the actual
production holes, which are planned to be as deep as 6-7 kilometers. The
production holes were started during the second quarter of 2016. As the
sounding hole is in close proximity it can be used for measurements during
the completion process of the production holes. The volume of hot water
collected from these deep holes is estimated to provide heating to 10 % of
houses in Espoo city, which means roughly 25 000 – 30 000 inhabitants.
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“Drilling the pilot hole has
proceeded nicely and even
faster than was planned. The
exact depth of the hole is 2015
meters. The rock type - typical
Finnish red granite - turned out
to be almost fully competent
throughout the length of the
hole. Our partner in drilling,
Finnish Oy KATI Ab, has
performed in excellent way with
challenging drilling work and
managed the safety and
environment of drill site very
well"

ST1 Production Manager
Tero Saarno. 


